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With development of wireless communication technologies and promotion of 
broadband services, the conflict between growing demand for broadband services and 
lack of available spectrum resources are increasing gradually. In such a tight range of 
available spectrum, unfair competition and the radio resources occupied among 
communication systems and users within the same system will lead to all kinds of 
interference. In addition, broadband wireless communication links are generally 
frequency selective fading channel that causing more serious interference than 
narrowband systems. The signal transmission quality may be further affected in 
complex spatial environment, such as ISI, ICI, and inter-modulation interference. 
Therefore, the interference problem of broadband wireless communication system can 
not be ignored. 
 
A variety of link level interference factors should be considered for anti-interference. 
But the system level factors, especially the interference caused by improper network 
parameter setting in the broadband wireless communication system can not be 
overlooked. So the researches on broadband wireless anti-interference are divided into 
two part, link-level anti-interference and system-level anti-interfer nce in this paper. 
According to existing or emerging wireless communication technologies, the 
interference analysis is carried out, and new methods of anti-interference are 
explored. 
 
In link-level, the technologies of HARQ, OFDM and MIMO are analyzed. A novel 
Unequal-Error-Protection Dual-Segment-Check HARQ (DS-HARQ) mechanism is 
designed for high-quality images and adaptive data transmission. A time-spreading 
based OFDM time-domain notch filter is proposed to enhance the performance 
against pulsed interference in OFDM system. A water-filling based MIMO-OFDM bit 
loading algorithm Fast Greedy Last Bit (FGLB) is explored to increase system 















(CSI) is given. These link-level methods can enhance the anti-interference 
performance and robustness of link. 
 
In system-level, the cell edge interference problem of cellular network is studied. A 
capacity-based scheduling flexible carrier allocation strategy for multi-carrier cell 
architecture is proposed to meet the dynamic needs of capacity and spectrum to 
reduce co-frequency interference. A local interference minimum code planning 
algorithm in TD-SCDMA system is designed to reduce the interference within traffic 
channel among cells in reuse distance. A reverse auction algorithm for carrier 
allocation in femtocell-like user-sensing self-configuration system is proposed to 
allocate resource for new added sites. These systems-level methods give a more 
comprehensive solution for broadband wireless anti-interference issues. 
 
A system-level interference analysis based simulation platform is designed for system 
interference and anti-interference technologies performance analysis and simulation. 
 
These methods proposed in this paper may be useful in theory and in practcality. But 
with the development of broadband wireless communication technologies, 
interference problems will become more and more complex. The further work of this 
paper is to continue to deepen and further study of effective anti-interference methods. 
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CDMA：Code Division Multiple Access，码分多址 
CI：Carrier to interference，载干比 
CSI：Channel State Information，信道状态信息 
DCA：Dynamic Channel Allocation，动态信道分配 
HARQ：Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request，混合自动重传请求 
ICI：Inter Carrier Interference，载波间干扰 
ISI：Inter Symbol Interference，符号间干扰 
KPI ：key performance indicator，网络关键指标 
LTE：Long Term Evolution，3GPP长期演进项目。 
Midamble Code，中间码，或称中间训练码 
MIMO：Multi-input Multi-output， 
OFDM：Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing，正交频分复用 
OVSF：Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor，正交扩频码 
PHS：Personal Handyphone System，个人手机系统，即小灵通 
PCCPCH：Primary Common Control Physical Channel，主公共控制物理信道 
QoS：Quality of Service，服务质量 
RRM：Radio Resource Management，无线资源管理 
SC-FDE：Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalizer，单载波频域均衡器 
Scrambling Code (or Scramble Code)：扰码 
SYNC-DL：下行同步码。 
SYNC-UL：上行同步码。 
TDMA：Time Division Multiple Access，时分多址 
TD-SCDMA：Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access，时分同
步码分多址技术 
TFFR：TD-SCDMA Flexible Frequency Reuse，TD-SCDMA灵活频率再用 
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